Inlet/Outlet adjustable to three vertical positions

Use with NDS Offset Universal Outlet for up to nine inlet/outlet height options for connecting pipe

Simple to install - snap and slide

Top Position
Less trenching

Center Position
Standard

Bottom Position
Reduces standing water
The 1200NGB™ Next Generation Catch Basin is a 12” x 12” catch basin with unique inlet/outlets adjustable to three positions. The basin can accept pipe at various elevations and sizes using universal outlet adapters to accommodate the job’s needs. The inlet/outlet slides are connected after the inlet/outlet elevation is chosen. The 1200NGB™ allows for greater flexibility during drainage installations, saving time and money.

**1245 Offset Universal Outlet: Further Flexibility**

Maximize inlet/outlet adjustability in 3/4” increments by using the Offset Universal Outlet, NDS Part #1245, which increases adjustability up to 9 vertical positions.

**BOTTOM FEATURES TO ELIMINATE STANDING WATER**

- Bottom Cut out for Universal Outlet
- 1/2” Drain Holes
- No bottom Option